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Abstract: Opto-optical loss modulation (OOM) for stabilization of the carrier-envelope offset
(CEO) frequency of a femtosecond all-fiber laser is performed using a collinear geometry.
Amplitude-modulated 1064 nm light is fiber coupled into an end-pumped semiconductor
saturable absorber mirror (SESAM)-mode-locked all-polarization-maintaining erbium fiber
femtosecond laser, where it optically modulates the loss of the SESAM resulting in modulation
of the CEO frequency. A noise rejection bandwidth of 150 kHz is achieved when OOM and
optical gain modulation are combined in a hybrid analog/digital loop. Collinear OOM provides a
simple, all-fiber, high-bandwidth method for improving the CEO frequency stability of SESAM
mode-locked fiber lasers.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Optical frequency comb technology continues to enable fundamental and applied studies where
frequency stability is required across wide bandwidths. The development of robust, low-cost, high-
bandwidth comb stabilization techniques remains an important research area as combs become
widely used for an array of applications. Specifically, recent research has made many advances
in carrier-envelope offset (CEO) phase control of mode-locked fiber lasers. Traditionally, pump
power feedback has been used to cancel CEO noise [1,2], but such techniques can have limited
bandwidth in rare-earth doped fiber lasers which are commonly used for comb applications (e.g.
optical timing and spectroscopy) [3,4]. Alternative techniques for fiber comb CEO stabilization
include electro-optical intra-cavity loss modulation [5,6], opto-optical loss modulation [7],
cross-gain modulation [8,9] and group velocity control using an integer-lambda interferometer
[10]. Ideally, one or more of these techniques could be used to reduce the CEO frequency (f ceo)
noise of a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror SESAM-mode-locked erbium fiber laser,
an attractive laser design for fieldable frequency combs [11], without significantly increasing
the complexity and cost of this relatively simple frequency comb design. As we will show in
this work, opto-optical loss modulation (OOM) has the potential for both high performance and
simplicity.

In 2013, Hoffmann et al. [7], showed that OOM could be used for stabilization of the offset
frequency of a SESAM mode-locked diode-pumped solid-state femtosecond laser. OOM works
by modulating the number of available absorbers in the multiple quantum well (MQW) structure
within the SESAM. Thus, a change to OOM light power incident on the SESAM modulates the
nonlinear reflectivity of the SESAM and the round-trip cavity loss. As seen with other cavity loss
modulation schemes [5], OOM can achieve CEO feedback bandwidths beyond the gain lifetime
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limit [12]. OOM has also been used to stabilize other femtosecond lasers including a nonlinear
polarization rotation (NPR) mode-locked Yb:fiber laser [12]. To date, all demonstrations of
OOM have utilized a free space section to overlap the intra-cavity comb light and the OOM light
on the SESAM used for loss modulation, adding complexity and possible sources of instability to
the cavity designs.

In this work, we investigate a simple method for applying OOM to an all-polarization
maintaining (PM) erbium fiber linear oscillator design using a new collinear pumping technique.
For the first time, we achieve mode-locking and optical loss modulation using one monolithic
device in a collinear geometry. The oscillator under study is mode-locked in the soliton regime
using a SESAM. Our improved OOM technique requires only the addition of fiber components
external to the laser cavity, utilizes the fiber laser cavity to ensure overlap of the comb light and
OOM light on the SESAM and has no discernible effect on the stability of the cavity mode-locking.
This geometry greatly simplifies the OOM technique, enabling the use of lower power OOM
light sources and making it extremely insensitive to cavity perturbations.

Although SESAM mode-locked lasers operating in the soliton regime are noisier than other
types of femtosecond lasers such as stretched pulse and NALM lasers [13], their mode-locking
properties are very repeatable and robust to environmental perturbations, making them well
suited for field applications [14,15]. The exact laser oscillator studied in this work was previously
used to demonstrate frequency comb locking in a moving van [16] and similar lasers have enabled
a variety of field applications including optical time and frequency transfer [17,18] and open-path
dual frequency comb spectroscopy [14,15,19,20]. The highest servo bandwidth for f ceo control
using traditional gain modulation reported in erbium femtosecond lasers was ∼900 kHz where
NPR was the mode-locking mechanism [21]. However, for SESAM mode-locked all-PM erbium
fiber lasers, the highest reported gain modulation CEO servo bandwidths are between 100 kHz to
260 kHz [6,11,16,22]. The current record for CEO servo bandwidth of a SESAM mode-locked
all-PM erbium fiber laser is ∼1.4 MHz, achieved using intra-cavity loss modulation of a graphene
modulator [6]. We note that the bandwidths quoted in these papers refer to servo bump location
not the noise rejection bandwidth, which is generally much lower [23].

Our novel collinear OOM technique allows us to increase the servo bandwidth for f ceo control
(as inferred from servo bump location) of a simple SESAM mode-locked erbium fiber laser from
150 kHz to 1.15 MHz. This corresponds to a 3 dB noise rejection bandwidth increasing from
70 kHz to 150 kHz. The integrated CEO phase noise of the soliton laser is decreased by 66%
from 2.75 radians to 0.92 radians (in-loop values integrated from 3 Hz to 5 MHz; fluctuations
on these values are ∼20 milliradians). At this sub-radian integrated phase noise, the radio
frequency (RF) spectrum of the f ceo signal shows the expected coherent carrier. Compared to
previous designs, the collinear fiber geometry reduces the continuous-wave (CW) laser power
requirements for opto-optical modulation locking and increases the sensitivity of the CEO beat
to power modulation. Implementation of this technique requires no redesign of the laser cavity,
merely the addition of extra-cavity components. We also demonstrate that the OOM does not
degrade the ability to lock the comb to a narrow linewidth CW laser which could occur if there
existed undesired crosstalk between the locks [22]. This work represents a proof-of-principle
in that neither the laser cavity nor the SESAM used for this experiment were optimized for
opto-optical loss modulation. In the future, the application of collinear OOM techniques to
SESAM mode-locked erbium laser cavities with optimized free-running noise properties will
enable ultra-low noise fieldable comb metrology in an extremely simple package.

2. Experimental design

2.1. Optical design

The laser oscillator is described in detail in Ref. [16], so we provide only a brief review here. The
femtosecond laser oscillator design, shown in Fig. 1, utilizes an end-pumped, PM fiber, linear
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geometry, based around a SESAM micro-optic package with integrated fast-axis blocking and a
spot size on the SESAM of ∼20 µm. The SESAM itself is 91% reflective at low powers with a
modulation depth of 3% and a non-saturable loss of 6%. The cavity has a longitudinal mode
spacing of ∼213 MHz and supports soliton mode-locking with a round-trip cavity dispersion of
approximately -0.02 ps2. The other cavity end is bounded by a dielectric output coupler with a
reflectivity at 1560 nm of approximately 90%. Using the standard gain modulation approach for
CEO stabilization, the integrated CEO phase noise (1 Hz to 5 MHz) is ∼2.9 radians with a servo
bump appearing near 150 kHz [16]. Here, we seek to improve these values through the collinear
addition of OOM.

Fig. 1. Experimental design for the collinear opto-optical modulation experiment. Note
all fiber sections (blue lines) are either PM 1550 or PM 980 except for a small section
of SMF-28 near the electro-optical Mach-Zehnder modulator (EO-MZM). Black dotted
lines are electrical connections. OC: dielectric-coated output coupler; Er:fiber (green line
in oscillator box): anomalous group velocity dispersion erbium doped PM fiber; HNLF
(yellow): highly nonlinear fiber; WDM: wavelength division multiplexer; ISO: isolator;
EDFA: erbium doped fiber amplifier. Note: output of PPKTP is filtered at 980 nm before
CEO beat detection; 5% oscillator tap is filtered at 1565 nm using a DWDM device before
combining with the CW reference laser.

We must consider several factors in order to choose a suitable wavelength for our collinear OOM
light source. Firstly, the InGaAs MQW structure inside of the SESAM must absorb the OOM
light and the erbium fiber gain section must not. Secondly, the OOM light wavelength should
optimally be guided in a single transverse mode of the optical fiber cavity and be transmitted
through the dichroic output coupler of the laser along with the 980-nm pump laser. Lastly, there
should exist easily available light sources and fiber components at the chosen OOM wavelength.

In previous non-collinear demonstrations, the OOM light source wavelength was mostly chosen
in the 800 nm region [12]. While 800 nm light experiences relatively low absorption in the
erbium fiber gain section, it is not single mode in PM 980 or PM 1550 fiber. The next available
region occurs to the long wavelength side of the erbium absorption band centered at 975 nm,
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beginning around 1025 nm and extending to 1425 nm [24]. The InGaAs MQW should absorb
some amount of light throughout this entire band [25]. The output coupler was designed to be
transmissive near the pump wavelength of 980 nm, which sets the general wavelength range for
the OOM light source. Taking into consideration availability of lasers and fiber components, we
selected a 1064 nm laser as the collinear OOM light source. This wavelength is slightly below
the single-mode cutoff of PM 1550 but will be guided in fewer modes than 800 nm light. Here,
we use a relatively quiet single-mode fiber laser source chosen for its wavelength and availability,
but based on previous OOM work [7] we do not expect the coherence of the 1064 nm laser nor
its low intensity noise to be important requirements.

A schematic of the fiber optical setup is shown in Fig. 1. Our OOM light source consists
of a 1064-nm PM fiber laser with an external isolator and an electro-optical Mach-Zehnder
modulator (EO-MZM) for amplitude modulation. The output of the EO-MZM is about 12 mW
and is combined with 980-nm pump light using a 1064/980 PM wavelength-division multiplexer
(WDM). The output of the first WDM is sent to a 1550/980 PM WDM which reflects the
short wavelengths into the end-pumped femtosecond laser cavity. The femtosecond laser output
centered at 1567 nm is amplified in a doubly pumped erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and
sent through a section of anomalous group velocity dispersion highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF).
The resulting octave-spanning spectrum is sent to a fiber-coupled periodically-poled potassium
titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) waveguide which acts as an in-line f-to-2f interferometer [26]. The
output of the PPKTP is filtered to a few nanometers wide band around 980 nm that contains the
f ceo, detected on a 350 MHz bandwidth photodiode, and low pass filtered at 50 MHz. In order to
stabilize an optical comb tooth, comb light from a 5% oscillator tap is filtered and heterodyned
against a 1565 nm cavity-stabilized CW laser.

2.2. Loop filter design for CEO control

The f ceo is stabilized via simultaneous feedback to the optical gain, through the 980-nm pump
diode, and OOM, through the 1064 nm OOM light source. A schematic of this hybrid feedback
loop in shown in Fig. 2. To reduce latency in the OOM loop, this portion of the feedback uses
an analog loop filter as opposed to the digital system used for the pump laser [11]. This hybrid
approach combines the large phase capture range and configurability of digital locking techniques
with the higher feedback bandwidths allowed by analog techniques. The f ceo RF signal is split
after detection and filtering. One signal is digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and
sent to a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), in-phase/quadrature (I/Q)-demodulated and sent
to a digital phase-locked loop which feeds back to the setpoint for our 980-nm oscillator pump
diode driver. The other CEO signal is sent to a frequency discriminator (FD) circuit. The FD
circuit requires dual-stage amplification and filtering to achieve the 7 dBm power level required
to drive a double-balanced mixer. After this stage, the FD circuit splits the CEO beat, introduces
a differential delay of 10 ns (using a 90 MHz lowpass filter) between the two split electrical
paths and then re-combines the signals on a mixer. For f ceo = 25 MHz, this small delay causes
the mixer to output a signal proportional to the instantaneous frequency error of the CEO beat.
A FD circuit allows for high bandwidth error signal generation without introducing a separate
phase zero-point from the one determined by the digital phase-locked loop. The FD signal is low
pass filtered at 5 MHz and fed into an analog loop filter box, which is used to drive the 1064 nm
EO-MZM. The response of the FD circuit is approximately linear over input CEO frequencies
ranging from 20 MHz to 30 MHz.

The hybrid servo loop is stable with both proportional and differential gain turned on for the
analog portion and the lowest noise was achieved with only proportional feedback for the OOM
loop combined with proportional, integral and derivative (PID) feedback to the 980-nm pump
laser. This lowest noise operation occurs when proportional gain for the optical gain control loop
was increased compared to the settings without the additional OOM feedback. Consequently,
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Fig. 2. Hybrid analog/digital CEO control loop. Green box surrounds traditional optical
gain modulation loop and purple box surrounds the novel high-bandwidth analog OOM loop.
RF amplifiers shown as black triangles. LPF: low pass filter for 25 MHz CEO signal, LPF5:
5 MHz low pass filter for frequency discrimination signal.

if the OOM is turned off suddenly while the system is an optimal phase-noise state, the gain
modulation loop becomes unstable. Otherwise, the hybrid modulation is very insensitive to
perturbations.

3. Results

3.1. Open-loop transfer functions

Figure 3 shows the measured open-loop magnitude and phase transfer functions for gain
modulation (via the 980-nm optical gain pump laser) and OOM (via the 1064-nm OOM light
source) of the CEO frequency. The magnitude of the transfer functions has been normalized to
unity at 10 Hz. As the phase response of the gain modulation and OOM was characterized using
an FPGA, the open-loop phase transfer functions in Fig. 3 have been corrected by removing the
phase slope due to the estimated digital latency in the FPGA which is ∼680 ns [11].

The gain modulation phase transfer function has a 90° roll-off at ∼9 kHz with a corresponding
3 dB magnitude roll-off at ∼9 kHz. The low frequency gain modulation magnitude response is
∼1.6× 1010 Hz/V, which corresponds to approximately 50 MHz/mW [16]. Adding a differential
term to the FPGA-based feedback loop (see Fig. 2) gives a bandwidth (servo bump) of 150 kHz,
as shown in Fig. 4. which is near the reported performance of similar laser cavities [4,6,11,22].
Based on the relative modulation of the CEO frequency and the optical beat signal with the CW
laser at 1565 nm, the fixed point for gain modulation is within a few THz from the CW laser
frequency, as expected [3].

Due to the existence of a zero in the generalized loss modulation transfer function, the OOM
transfer function differs quite considerably from the gain modulation transfer function with the
effects of a high frequency first-order pole made apparent in the loss modulation magnitude
response [5]. The effect of this pole is to push the 3 dB magnitude roll-off for SESAM OOM
to ∼3 MHz. The measured improvement in phase response is also large with the 90° roll-off
increased to ∼2.2 MHz. Assuming no loss in the fiber cavity at the OOM wavelength (1064
nm) leads to a lower limit for the peak OOM magnitude response (see Fig. 3) of 1 MHz/mW.
The fixed-point for the opto-optical modulation of the SESAM is close to 1565 nm as the f ceo
response is two orders of magnitude stronger than the f opt response to OOM. The difference
between this OOM transfer function and the ones described in previous loss modulation results
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Fig. 3. Open-loop transfer functions for f ceo modulation. Thin green line: optical gain
modulation; Thick purple line: OOM. Note: magnitude transfer functions are normalized to
the response at 10 Hz. Note: frequency axis refers to offset from 25 MHz carrier.

Fig. 4. Residual CEO phase noise for the locked system. Solid lines are phase noise power
spectral densities (PSDs). Dotted lines are the phase noise integrated from 5 MHz to 3 Hz.
Gray lines correspond to a loosely locked system, the green lines correspond to a gain
modulated system and the purple lines show the hybrid system (OOM/gain modulation).
The black line indicates the β-separation line. Note: frequency axis refers to offset from
25 MHz carrier.
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[5–7] is driven by differences in the properties of the laser cavities (e.g. gain relaxation time,
gain saturation energy, round-trip gain, round-trip time) that are included in a relatively simple
model of cavity loss modulation described in Ref. [5].

3.2. CEO phase noise and beat note measurements

CEO phase noise results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1. With only gain modulation and without
OOM, the optimized system achieves 2.75 radians of integrated phase noise (3 Hz to 5 MHz) (see
green trace in Fig. 4). The CEO phase noise power spectral density (PSD) is significantly reduced
with 3 dB of rejection out to ∼70 kHz and a servo bump just under 150 kHz. When the OOM
feedback is also engaged via the hybrid feedback and after optimization, the carrier-envelope
phase noise PSD (see purple trace in Fig. 4) is further reduced by over an order of magnitude
from 50 Hz to 150 kHz. Servo bumps appear at 180 kHz and 1.15 MHz, attributable to gain
modulation and OOM respectively. The actual 3 dB noise rejection bandwidth of the hybrid loop
is approximately 150 kHz (compared against free-running or loosely locked comb), about twice
the 70-kHz rejection bandwidth using gain modulation alone. When integrated from 3 Hz to
5 MHz, the integrated phase noise in the optimal hybrid OOM/gain modulation state is 0.92
radians, a 66% improvement compared to gain modulation only. The results displayed in Fig. 4
are for lock conditions that result in the lowest integrated phase noise. We can also optimize our
hybrid lock conditions based on rejection bandwidth by reducing the electrical gain on the optical
gain feedback loop. In this state, we achieve a rejection bandwidth of nearly 500 kHz, enabling
reduction of white frequency noise in this region, although in this lock state the integrated phase
noise rises to nearly 2 radians.

Table 1. Comparison summary of f ceo phase noise

Feedback Integrated Phase Noise
(3 Hz to 5 MHz)

Phase Noise PSD at
100 kHz

Servo Bump Location

Gain Modulation alone 2.75 radians 3.0× 10−5 rad2/Hz 150 kHz

Hybrid (Gain Modulation/OOM) 0.92 radians 1.5× 10−6 rad2/Hz 1.15 MHz

The improvement from SESAM OOM is clear when we examine the f ceo beat signal, as shown
in Fig. 5. The free running Lorentzian line-width of the f ceo beat is ∼250 kHz due to the relatively
large anomalous cavity dispersion and intracavity loss. Figure 5 shows the RF spectrum of the
f ceo beat as stabilized using gain modulation alone and hybrid OOM/gain modulation. The servo
bumps from Fig. 4 are also clearly visible in Fig. 5. Importantly, hybrid modulation drastically
increases the power in the central coherent peak by 30 dB (for 5 Hz resolution bandwidth). This
large increase of coherent carrier power is consistent with the observation that the phase noise
PSD for hybrid OOM/gain modulation (see Fig. 4) falls nearly completely below the β-separation
line whereas the gain modulation trace rises above the β-separation line at 5 kHz [27].

As previously mentioned, the OOM modulation has a fixed point within a 4 THz band centered
at 1565 nm (191.6 THz), which leads us to assume that locking against the stable CW reference
would not disturb the OOM and vice versa. This prediction was confirmed by locking a comb
tooth to a stable CW laser using slow and fast piezo-electric transducers (PZTs) with a servo
bandwidth of ∼90 kHz. The integrated phase noise on this optical lock was 50 milliradians (3 Hz
to 5 MHz) and did not change when either gain modulation or hybrid modulation was applied.
Finally, stable locking of both the CEO and optical beat signals was achieved for multiple days.

At the low injected power levels of the OOM light (10 mW), the presence of the OOM light has
very little effect on most laser parameters other than the CEO phase. A full on/off step change in
the OOM light does not increase either the free-running relative intensity noise (RIN) measured
from 100 Hz to 1 MHz or the free-running CEO phase noise of our comb. Furthermore, the
optical bandwidth remains unchanged, and the mode-locking stability is unaffected. We do see a
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Fig. 5. RF spectrum of optimal f ceo beat during gain modulation (green) and hybrid
OOM/gain modulation (purple). a) RF spectrum with 100 Hz resolution bandwidth (RBW).
b) Same beat notes measured with 5 Hz resolution bandwidth. Note: 25 MHz carrier
frequency has been subtracted from the x-axis.

small, slow drift of the CEO frequency that we attribute to cavity heating from absorption [12].
This drift does not affect our ability to reliably maintain the CEO lock.

3.3. Efficiency of collinear opto-optical modulation

There are two related aspects in which our collinear OOM method improves the efficiency of
OOM over previous non-collinear designs: the magnitude of the CEO response per mW of power
applied and the required steady-state power of the OOM light source. These advantages are
derived from the much smaller beam diameter of the OOM light source at the cavity SESAM
(20 µm) in our experiment versus previously reported beam diameters in OOM experiments (on
the order of 100 µm to 1 mm [7,12]). This difference leads to at least a 25 times increase in
fluence achievable per mW of OOM light source power applied. As mentioned previously, the
peak OOM response for our cavity is approximately 1 MHz/mW. This response is two orders of
magnitude stronger than previous OOM demonstrations, which have had responses between 1
kHz/mW to 10 kHz/mW [7,12]. In addition to increased CEO response, collinear OOM also
reduces the steady-state power requirements for the OOM light source. Here, 10 mW of 1064
nm light is injected collinearly into the laser cavity in order to achieve optimal locking whereas
previous experiments have required between 80 mW and 200 mW of injected light to achieve
optimal locking performance [12]. An attractive added benefit of the collinear technique is that
the OOM light will always be perfectly overlapped with the intra-cavity pulse spot even in the
presence of significant vibrations.

4. Discussion and conclusion

We have shown collinear opto-optical modulation to be a simple and robust method for improving
the CEO phase noise performance of well-tested all-PM erbium fiber frequency comb technology.
A simple femtosecond laser design with a 250 kHz CEO free-running linewidth had its phase
noise reduced to the single radian level with servo response above 1 MHz. Future collinear
OOM designs would replace the EO-MZM with a low-power laser diode near 1064 nm and
high bandwidth diode driver electronics. Using a current-modulated laser diode as the OOM
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light source would improve the dynamic range of future collinear OOM stabilization and would
possibly enable full CEO stabilization using OOM alone. Considering that no cavity component
was added and the required power levels for modulation were small, we consider collinear OOM
a viable path towards reliable, inexpensive sub-radian fiber frequency combs built entirely from
commercial parts. Such a tool would enable further advancement of frequency comb field
applications such as high-resolution atmospheric spectroscopy, long-distance time and frequency
transfer, ultra-precise ranging and low-noise microwave generation.

The demonstrated improvement from 2.75 radians of integrated CEO phase noise to 0.92
radian enables a wide coherence bandwidth of about 380 THz for an optically locked comb.
This level of coherence reduces the complexity of the phase-correction algorithm needed for
dual-comb spectroscopy in the 3.0 µm to 5.0 µm region, a useful spectral band for atmospheric
remote sensing experiments [20]. With the improvements discussed above, this hybrid approach
could yield CEO phase noise well below a radian in an extremely simple, inexpensive platform.
Such CEO phase noise performance would increase the coherence bandwidth to the >400 THz
level simplifying the phase correction procedure for DCS from the THz to the UV. The fast
CEO phase response of OOM may also improve agile frequency comb technology for timing
applications [18]. Another interesting strength of OOM is its application to high repetition rate
oscillators where even faster CEO feedback is possible [17]. It should be possible to use collinear
OOM to stabilize high repetition rate fiber lasers [28] and other future compact chip-scale laser
designs [29].

OOM could also be applied to an intrinsically quieter laser source if ultra-low noise combs
were required. Although the fractional noise improvement demonstrated in this work is on
par with previous results [12], dispersion management could be performed to reduce the CEO
linewidth by up to two orders of magnitude [6,30] allowing one to apply the same feedback
bandwidth to a quieter source. Also, the free-running CEO phase noise PSD shows signs of
significant pump-induced noise below 100 kHz. In the future, experiments with lower RIN pump
sources and/or RIN reducing servos will likely contribute to improved phase noise suppression
for SESAM lasers [31].

It is also worthwhile to consider design changes to the SESAM. In this experiment, the
SESAM used has 6% non-saturable loss which is high compared to SESAMs used in low noise
diode-pumped solid-state laser combs [32,33]. A SESAM should be designed to minimize this
non-saturable loss and simultaneously minimize absorption in non-MQW layers to the best degree
possible. It has been speculated that such spurious absorption could cause slower modulations
of the CEO frequency which might limit locking performance [12]. It should be possible to
design a SESAM with multiple reflection bands at zero angle incidence which could include
both the gain pump and OOM light source wavelengths while minimizing non-saturable loss
at the laser wavelength as well [12]. It is also unknown which OOM wavelength generates the
optimal magnitude/phase response of f ceo to OOM for any given SESAM. By tuning the OOM
wavelength across the various erbium transparency bands, one may find resonances in MQW
structures where OOM response is markedly increased.
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